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, 

The three-dimensional nonlinear kinetic equation for low collisionality tokamak plasmas with 
consistent consideration of neoclassical effects is obtained using an approach differing e 
from the standard neoclassical theory technique. This allows treatment of large-banana widths 
and large inverse aspect ratios. The equation is suitable for computer modeling of 
bootstrap currents and other phenomena arising from non-Maxwellian distributions. The 
formalism described in this paper, which is for noncanonical variables, might also be of use for 
the consistent derivation of three-dimensional kinetic equations that treat other effects, 
for example, additional heating. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Research into controlled fusion has now reached ther- 
monuclear relevant parameters. In these plasmas, as in 
next-step and reactor plasmas, fast ion populations are an 
important component. J?or example, minority ion distribu- 
tions with energies 5 10 MeV have been produced with ion 
cyclotron heating in the Joint European Torus (JET) 
experiment.’ It is important to understand the influence of 
such fast ion populations on plasma behavior. Models of 
this behavior should allow for both the greatly non- 
Maxwellian nature-of the fast ion distributions (notably of 
alpha particles in a reactor) and of large deviations of the 
trajectories of energetic ions from flux surfaces, which have 
been shown to be,important in JET.’ Previous authors 
have studied neoclassical effetits on fast ion distributions, 
but although these treatments yielded analytic results, they 
were not valid for large inverse aspect ratios or large devi- 
ations of trajectories from flux surfaces.3Z4 Also, these treat- 
ments did not use the full collision operator including self- 
collisions. In this paper, we describe the derivation of a 
three-dimensional (3-D) nonlinear kinetic equation that 
includes these effects and can be used for the numerical 
study of neoclassical physics associated,with such distribu- 
tions, for example, radial transport and bootstrap currents. 
The equation is not restricted to energetic particles nor to 
ions. It might, for example, be used .to study bootstrap 
currents in the presence of non-Maxwellian electron distri- 
butions, produced by electron-cyclotron-resonance heating 
in low-density tokamak plasmas. 

Plasma models based on kinetic equations with Cou- 
lomb collision terms are widely used in plasma theory.5Z6 
The initial kinetic equation is intractable without simplifi- 
cation because it is a complicated integrodifferential equa- 
tion involving six phase space variables and time. However, 
in many cases processes with characteristic time scales dif- 
fering by several orders of magnitude are present, making 
simplification of the kinetic equation possible. In particu- 
lar, particles in low collisionality tokamak plasmas un- 
dergo comparatively fast motion over gyroangle, poloidal, 

and toroidal angles. This allows averaging of the equation 
over “fast” variables and gives 3-D kinetic equations.718 
With additional assumptions two-dimensional (2-D) ki- 
netic equations can be obtained.8-1’ 

The expression of the kinetic equation in action-angle 
canonical variables, followed by averaging over the “fast” 
angular motion, has been used several times since its first 
use in Ref. 12. In this paper the averaging procedure is 
applied to the nonlinear kinetic equation for low collision-. 
ality tokamak plasmas with noncircular cross section, but 
for noncanonical variables. These variables are usually 
more convenient for numerical solution and physical inter- 
pretation than canonical variables. The main aim of the 
paper is to obtain a 3-D kinetic equation suitable for com- 
puter modeling with consistent and strict consideration of 
neoclassical effects allowing for drifts due to magnetic field 
gradients and curvature and to electric fields. This equa- 
tion will allow more precise study of bootstrap currents 
and other phenomena arising from non-Maxwellian distri- 
butions. 

The approach used in this paper differs from that used 
in well-known papers devoted to neoclassical theory (for 
example, Refs. 13-15). The main distinction is that the 
usual approach is to assume that deviations from Max- 
wellians are small, solve the kinetic equation for these de- 
viations, and average the result over the flux surfaces. In- 
stead we average the kinetic equation itself, retaining 
neoclassical effects, and obtain the 3-D equation to be 
solved. Deviations from Maxwellians are not considered, 
instead the full nonlinear kinetic problem is treated. In 
order to retain neoclassical effects during the derivation of 
the 3-D kinetic equation one needs to keep all terms that 
lead to the bootstrap current and to neoclassical diffusion. 
This can be done with a Lagrangian approach using con- 
stants of the particle motion.7-9Z’2 In this paper the results 
of Refs. 7 and 8 are generalized and advanced. In partic- 
ular, we present the formal averaging procedure for the 
general case of noncanonical variables with consideration 
of boundary conditions, including those between trapped 
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FIG. 1. Cartesian and local coordinate systems. 

and passing particles, and obtain formulas suitable for 
computer simulations. Moreover, averaging is over trajec- 
tories with no assumption that they are close to flux sur- 
faces, the usual approximation. This will allow application 
of the equation to experiments with fast ions (e.g., LY par- 
ticles) whose trajectories do not follow flux surfaces. 

The general averaging procedure using noncanonical 
phase space variables is presented in Sets. II and III, re- 
sulting in a 3-D kinetic equation with the Coulomb colli- 
sion operator averaged over trajectories. This procedure is 
valid for any three constants of the motion and any three 
fast variables. In Sec. IV this general procedure is applied 
to a specific example, neoclassical effects in axisymmetric 
plasmas for which the drift approximation for particle mo- 
tion is valid. Formulas for the coefficients in the resulting 
equation, suitable for computer calculation, are also de- 
rived in Sec. IV. The boundary conditions, including those 
at the trapped passing boundary, are discussed in Sec. V. 
The procedure for calculating neoclassical toroidal cur- 
rents and transport fluxes from the solution of this 3-D 
equation is described in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII we show how 
the neoclassical ion particle and energy fluxes may be ob- 
tained for circular, Maxwellian plasmas: this does not re- 
quire solution of a kinetic equation, unlike previous 
derivations,14”5 which give identical results. Appendices A 
and B give a number of results convenient for computer 
treatment of the equation for a suitable choice of variables. 

II. COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

A toroidal axisymmetric plasma configuration with 
noncircular cross section (Fig. 1) is considered. In real 
space (X,Y,Z) toroidal coordinates are used (y&q), 
where y is any variable that characterizes the magnetic 
surface, and 6 and r] are poloidal and toroidal angles (~20, 
--a- < t<a,O(q < 2n). A suitable choice for y might be the 
“flux surface radius,” which is half the width of the surface 
in the equatorial plane. In velocity space ( uI,uZ,u3) spher- 
ical coordinates (u&p) are used with the u3 axis along the 

‘magnetic field B (Fig. 1) . Here u is the speed, 0 is the pitch 
angle, and 97 is the gyroangle (v>O,O@<n,O<g, <27-r), 
The system (~,{,~,@,~p) is called the local coordinate sys- 
tem, which, for convenient presentation of the kinetic 
equation, is denoted as x: 

x’sy, x%g, x3= q, X43” , 2_=e, x6Eq, 

x = ( xl,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6). 

Before averaging one needs to transform into a coor- 
dinate system of constants of motion and “fast” variables. 
In general, suitable coordinate systems arise from the or- 
dinary differential equations which describe particle mo- 
tion in collisionless plasmas. Constants of the motion can 
be, for exampIe, values of variables at a given point on the 
particle trajectory. These values fix the trajectory and after 
averaging we obtain an equation that describes the evolu- 
tion of trajectories as a whole through changes to constants 
of motion due to collisions. We stress that the results of 
Sec. III are valid for any three independent constants of the 
motion and three fast variables. 

In Sec. IV, for the consideration of neoclassical effects 
in axisymmetric tokamaks, we shall use the drift approxi- 
mation for particle motion to derive the coefficients of the 
three-dimensional (3-D) equation. It is well known that 
three constants of drift motion in axisymmetric collision- 
less toroidal plasmas exist.16 These constants will be de- 
noted as yo, uo, and Be and should be chosen to give the 
most convenient equation for a numerical solution. A suit- 
able choice is, respectively, the flux surface radius at the 
inside of the drift surface (or at the bounce point for 
trapped particles), a generalized particle speed derived 
from the sum of kinetic and potential energies, and the 
pitch angle, where the particle crosses the equatorial plane 
at the outermost point of its trajectory, which can be on the 
coleg or counterleg for trapped particles, (I/o,tin 
~Yo~Yo,max ,Ue,,,<Uo < oo,O<eO(rr). Details of the trans- 
formation between local variables and this choice for yo, uo, 
and 0, are given in Appendix A. The following notation for 
the “constants of motion” coordinate system E will be used 
in Sets. III and IV: 

Ill. 

zlqo, z2+, z3=q, PEV~, z5seo, psq, 
ZE ( ~‘,Z2,2,i,9,wf5,~). 

AVERAGED 3-D KINETIC EQUATION 

We start from the most general kinetic equation with c* the Landau collision operator,4’Y 

fg= ; v l &?( favf& (1) 

with f a and fs the distribution functions of particle species 
a and 8. The left-hand side describes changes in the dis- 
tribution function due to motion of particles in a collision- 
less plasma under the influence of external forces. The 
right-hand side describes changes due to Coulomb colli- 
sions, with the summation over /3 over all particle species. 
Strictly speaking, we have a set of equations, one for each 
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species a. The form in which Eq. ( 1) is written is inde- 
pendent of the coordinate system. In Cartesian coordinates 
and SI units the flux j, has-the following components: 

&3= (WV4 ~2, ~2, $3, 

where 

$= (e,q3> 2 h &j3 
( 

1 %‘s 1 a2+ af-, 
0mCZ mp7G/a-maq& ’ a 1 

with i, k=.qy,z; ln AaB is the Coulomb logarithm; and e,, 
ep, and m,, mp are the particle charges and masses. Sum- 
mation over repeated indices is assumed (except for a and 
0). The components pi may be expressed in terms of 
Rosenbluth potentials, $5 

8% 1 u, -= -7 
avf 8~ s 

afg(t,x,Y,z,vi,~~,~;) 
rk au; dvi dvi dv;, 

(2) 

a% 1 &i&= -8rr Uikfs( t,x,y,z,V;,V;,V;)dV; dvi dU;, 

(3) 

a224 
U,=-- 

aik UiUk 

a@uk-u-U3 ’ 

with u=v-v’ the relative speed, u = 1 u I, and 6ik the Kro- 
necker symbol. 

The left-hand side in Eq. ( 1) is transformed using 

for Hamiltonian systems, where with i, k= 1,2,3. 
We now make the assumption of low collisionality, 

which is that the characteristic times for motion over 
“fast” variables z2, z3, and 9 (in Sec. IV these will be 
poloidal, toroidal, and gyroangles) are much less than rc. 
If the largest of these characteristic times is 7, then r/rc is 
a small parameter and, defining t= t/rc and f = t/r, we 
search for the solution of Eq. (4) in the form 

and making use of 

dye duo deo -zEo ---co 
dt ’ dt 

---co 
’ dt ’ 

(Note that in this section yo, uo, and 0, are. any three 
independent constants of the motion.) Thus the left-hand 
side of Eq. ( 1) takes the form 

The right-hand side in Eq. ( 1) in the new coordinates X 
transforms to 

Ic V-M fa9fd = l$ J& --jp B 
l a ($gJ$ 

where & is the Jacobian of the transformation from Car- 
tesian coordinates to X and the expression relating the con- 
travariant components of j, in different coordinate systems, 

has been used..For convenience we introduce a normaliz- 
ing Coulomb relaxation time rcl but emphasize that spatial 
variations of density, temperature, etc., are treated in the 
formalism: 

m, l/i 167re$!$‘2 
r,= - 

( 1 2 nJze4 In A ’ 

We also introduce the functions of fa, 
4&$ In AaD a2*p 

n, In A duj auk ’ 

$3( f/3> = 
4&$ In A, mcr aqD __I___ 
-..n,ln A mS dv, ’ 

Here e is the electron charge, Z, = e,/ 1 e I, n, is a charac- 
teristic density, EC is a characteristic energy (temperature), 
and In A is a characteristic Coulomb logarithm. Using this 
notation, the right-hand side in Eq. ( 1) can be expressed as 

~2 I a - 
K Tga3 I ( 

$5 2 pz~(fs)+faD;(f~~)]. 
B 

with VI = 2EJm,. Thus in the new coordinates z, Eq. ( 1) 
can be rewritten as 

af, 
-2-F+ c n+3,6 j$( @zfa) 

5 &z6 j&j cg(g y?fo) =--- 
,., 

f&,3 ==f),kXl +~ftl’Ctvm + (;)2fp,tYm 

+ . . . . (5) 
where x= (~o;vo,~o) are constants of motion an_d 2 
= ({,q,cp> are fast variables [with d(ltiX)/df 
-d(ln f )/da. The aim of the averaging procedure is to 
find an equation for pa( t$) . One appro_ach would be to 
integrate Rq. (4) over the fast variables X, retaining terms 
of the desired order. Instead we use a more general ap- 
proach, seeking an equation for pa( #) with the following 
structure: 

kqx;pa, +$4’L’(X;p,)~+ 
(6) 

and choose fz’ and A”‘(i==O,1,2 ,...) to satisfy Eq. (4). 
These terms A(‘) will be found by splitting E!q. (4) into two 
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Emponents, with one of the components independent of 
X. This procedure gives ide_ntical results to direct integra- 
tion over the fast variables X if all the terms in I$ (4) are 
integrable functions. However, if the terms are not integra- 
ble, then the direct integration method cannot formally be 
used, but the approach used here is still valid. [For exam- 
ple, the radial diffusion term arising in neoclassical trans- 
port is not integrable in the trapped particle region. This is 
because a term of the form Way,(Daf/dp,), with D 
-l/Icos81,istobeaveragedanda/a~o(l/lcosBI)isnot 
integrable since the integration is to the reflection points 
and d/dyo( l/I cos 0 I) - l/cos2 0. The direct integration 
method requires that aDBy is integrable, whereas the 
method used here requires only that D is integrable.] 

Solutions f”, to Eq. (6) to zeroth-, first-,..., order ac- 
curacy in r/rc may then be obtained by solving 
A’(L?;fo,) =O,A”(f;foa) + (r/r,)A(l)(f;fOn) =0, etc. Mul- 
tiplication of Eq. (4) by rC & followed by substitution of 
Eqs. (5) and (6) gives 

0 
2 

AO(Zfoa) +-r A”‘(z;& + z /f’2’(~;fOa) + 

rc rc 

+ &$[ &+;f:l’+ (;i)2fP+--] +: 

x .s3., $[ lF$[ kfP+ ( ii’fL2)+ II 
=v : .z,,,, $( v@g [ &( P,+;fh”+-*) 

x tag Jop+~fly+**- 
B ( ) ( + p,+;f:” 

+ *** xcb; pg+;fg)+... 
) ( 

. 
B )I) 

The last term on the left-hand side of the equation was Equating to-zero the component of Eq. (8) that is 
simplified using independent of X gives 

ni& g( e2) 

which follows since f”, is independent of x” for 
n=2,3,6,V* (drddt) =0 and dP/dt=O for n= 1,4,5 (con- 
stants of motion). 

In the zeroth order [remembering that u$( f ) and 
bg( f ) are linear functions off 1, the following expression 
immediately follows from Eq. (7): 

a-e 
-4°m-3 -t- &y$+ z3 6 ax?t 9 . 

“( &~/b”) 

=v, 3 *=& &[ @E( 2 5 & foB) 

+f”,yu$ . II (8) 
In Eq. (8) there are two unknown terms, A0 and fi”: 

it is convenient to define these using the following proce- 
dure. Terms in Eq. (8)-are split into two components: the 
first independent of X and the second depending on 
both ,? and X. The resulting two components of Eq. (8) 
are each set to zero and give A0 and fk’), respectively. 
Formally, there is no unique choice for these components: 
we use the definition that ensures both that f”, is the dis- 
tribution function in the space of constants of motion 2, 
and that the resulting equation for f”, is in the form of the 
divergence of a flux in this space 2. The choice of splitting 
procedure is such that the coefficients in the flux will be the 
appropriate diffusion and con_vection coefficients averaged 
over the three fast variables X, thus giving the flux a clear 
physical interpretation. 

We define the componen_t of any integrable function 
a(Z) that is independent of X as 

(4 = (n)g,?#g l j-gdEj-n&j-p&Mf) & 
where integrals are taken over the ranges of 6, 7, and 4) 
explored by particles described by the set of constants of 
motion z, and H is independent of .%? and has the dimen- 
sions of d{ dq dp. The actual value of H is unimportant, as 
it will not appear in the final equation for f”,. We empha- 
size that the limits of integration can, in general, depend on 
x. Moreover the way in which the integral is taken can 
differ for different coordinates 2 (see, for example, the case 
described in Sec. IV), If the (a) component is known then 
the remaining component {a) of a(Z) can be defined as 

{a)=0 &-(a). 

)) 
. 

The n= 2,3,6 terms in the summation in Eq. (8) appear in 
the other equation, that for fh”. In deriving Eq. (2) the 
following relation, valid since p’, is independent of X, was 
used: 
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The remainin& component of Eq. (8), that depending on 
both x and X, determines fL1’ and is 

“lg$ ;( &$k) 
a-f-z = -cl>~+v~ “=.z, $ , , 

aPa az"a.7m .- -- 1 ( azm avi aok 

CC&& B ) !i i-f”, z ?bb(pB) )I 
-4 c 

a a.&wwm n=2,3,6 axy’ ( g&-g i k pa $1 G 
+i$ y$) & - I 1 

(10) 

If we have a solution of Eq. (lo), j$“, then this solu- 
tion plus any function of 2 Cl1 also satisfy Eq. ( 10). It is 
most convenient to cl&ose the solution satisfying 
(fL”)=O, which gives the simplest expression for A(‘). 
Moreover, all fCr) for i= 1 2 
(fc3>=0 and tius 

can be chosen to satisfy 
(f,)~&;) is independent of fg“. 

Using Eq. (9) in Eq. (6)) and neglecting higher-order 
terms, gives one of the main results of this paper: the av- 
eraged, nonlinear 3-D kinetic equation fol’ low collisional- 
ity plasmas, 

(11) 

where &&t,x> ~f~(t,y,,,v~,f&,). 
J 

In principle this equation, with the appropriate bound- 
ary conditions and particle and energy sources, can be 
solved to produce all the fluxes (including currents) aris- 
ing from neoclassical effects. It would yield a self- 

consistent distribution function, which, if differing signifi- 
cantly from Maxwellian, would give different fluxes from 
those derived previously for Maxwellian distributions.. 

Equation ( 11) allows determination off”,, but with an 
error O( T/T~). To ,this order, 

fa=fo,+a~/7,>, 
but to find fl, (and later f,) with greater accuracy the 
term A(‘)(y;;fO,) in E?q. (6) must be determined. This can 
be done in the same manner as for A’?(f;j:), but for con- 
sideration of the terms O( 7/7-J in Eq. (7). This gives 

where ya is the solution of 

Aa(z;;JOa) +;A’l’(q~) =o 

and fk” is the solution of Eq. ( 10) with f”, the solution of 
Eq. (11). 

IV. COEFFlClENTS OF THE 3-D EQUATION FOR 
DRIFT MOTION IN AXISYMMETRIC PLASMAS 

Section III was devoted to a general method for the 
derivation of 3-D kinetic equations. In this section this 
method is applied to neoclassical processes in axisymmet- 
ric plasmas. The coefficients of the resulting equation, Eq. 
( 11) , are put in a form suitable for computer calculation, 
with the help of additional assumptions appropriate to a 
neoclassical description of tokamak transport. These are 
that the plasma is axisymmetric and that the drift approx- 
imation for particle motion is valid. This second assump- 
tion means that finite-Larmor radius effects are neglected 
(unlike in gyrokinetic treatments) : however, we emphasize 
that the banana width and inverse aspect ratio need not be 
small. 

The first coefficient appearing in Eq. ( 11)) A,,, is 
given by 

Anm= 
( 

g z z a:( Pp) ) 

Ui,&( t,X,y,Z,V;,V;,vj)dv; dv; dv; 

Zilnh,p --n m I ’ 
= $ 2n,Inn (g!&$g.Jw J: I’“‘~~~~[t,l~x’)lv.‘sin8’dv’dB’d~’), 

i k o 0 

. 

(12) 

I 

with x’~(j,&;rl,v’,W,@); n,rh=1,4,5; I,j=4,5,6 (since 
&‘/avi=O for 1=1,2,3, i= 1,2,3). In the drift approxima- &,,= 1 
tion, yO,vO,f& are independent of the gyroangle CP, that is, 

B y;nA;yggJl,” J; p-@,z%P 

8) &(y,~,~,v’,CJ’) (see Appendix A). Thus the deriva- 
tives ax”/dx’ and $( t,f’ ) are independent of 9 and 9’ x sin 0’ dv’ de’ 

> 
(13) 

giving .I I 5J13 
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where ““$ 277 

- J-s 

2~ adad 
U[j3 

0 0 
z& ui.t&'&'. 

t 

Moreover, ax”/ax6=0 for n=1,...,5 (since x6=(p), and 
thus l,j=4,5 in IQ. (13). 

In the same way, the second coefficient in Eq. ( 1 I), 
B,, may be obtained, 

c Zi In Ad m, =-- 
a 2n,lnA G$ 

(14) 
where 

axI axQ 
~3 uikdrPW* 

t k 

Analytic formulas for the matrix elements ~,j and pLj are 
given in Appendix B. 

Finally, Pq. ( 11) can be written as 

%=$ n&J &[ ,“& (G$)+3~]* , 9 (15) 
The coefficients A,, and B, describe radial diffusion (A,, ), 
pitch angle scattering (A,,), collisional slowing down 
(&), etc., and are given by Eqs. (13) and (14), with (1) 
given by 

Although analytic formulas for D/j and @j exist (Appen- 
dix B), calculation of the coefficients in Pq. ( 15) still re- 
quires considerable computer time. However, the assump- 
tion of axisymmetry allows further simplification of the 
coefficients through analytic integration over toroidal angle 
rl* 

We make the distinction between two groups of parti- 
cles in axisymmetric magnetic configurations: passing and 
trapped particles. Passing particles move in the same di- 
rection [o=sgn(cos 0) = l] or in the opposite direction (a 
= - 1) to the magnetic field. Trapped particles “bounce” 
in the nonuniform magnetic field and thus have CT= i 1. 
Averaged quantities are calculated for the two groups of 
particles in different ways. For passing particles, 

“)iVE JkE’ JJec (a a), d( dr7, 
“,” mm 

(16) 

whereas for trapped particles, 

ca)k uc~,,l Jkc j++kE’ (a &). dgdrl. In,n mm 
(17) 

Counter-passtng 
0 

(21 
0,TPB 

O(‘) 
0, TPB 

, b 

vt3,min Y c.max YJ 

FIG. 2. Trapped and passing particle regions in (yo, i3,) space. In the 
dashed area the equation for the averaged distribution function p,(J) 
need not be solved for. 

In Eqs. (16) and (17), P,,(X), G”,,,(~), TGinCf), and 
T&~(?) denote th e imi s of phase space permitted for 1’ ‘t 
particles with coordinates 2, and 0 denotes that functions 
within integrals should be considered as functions of con- 
stants of the motion Z with the appropriate sign of C. The 
summation in ECq. ( 17) is required since the motions of a 
trapped particle co and counter to the magnetic field 
should not be treated separately, rather the trajectory 
should be considered as a whole. For axisymmetric plas- 
mas, since all initial values of 7 are permitted for any 
X,q&in(;Ei) =O and $&(X) =2n. Also, for up-down sym- 
metric, axisymmetric 
= -~;a,G) = -~~axm 

plasmas, &j,(X) =l$ii,(Z) 

In the case ofaxisymmetry, therefore, averaging over 
toroidal angle ?I simplifies Eqs. ( 16) and ( 17), 

(19) 

Here Lnin and Lax are poloidal angles at the reflection 
points, with, for up-down symmetry! &,= -g,,. [These 
angles may be derived by putting 8’= ?r/2 in Pqs. (Al)- 
(A3) in Appendix A.] 

It is important to appreciate that, because of the aver- 
aging procedure described, the whole trapped particle tra- 
jectory is considered as one object. For trapped particles, 
there are two pitch angles where the trajectory crosses the 
equatorial plane: one for the coleg and one for the coun- 
terleg, with one satisfying 6&i$,n < 6,,(71/2, and the other, 
r/2 .c 6, < 0&,n Here t$&n and $$,n are functions of y. 
and vc and are the values of 0, at the trapped-passing 
boundary (see Fig. 2). Thus, one object is described by two 
vafues of ~9,. But because the values of averaged quantities 
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at these points are equal as they correspond to one and the 
same object, one need only solve for f”, for 0, in the range 
e&, < 49d2. 

Computer calculation of each A,, and B, involves nu- 
merical integration over 6, u’, and 8’. These coefficients are 
required for every combination of yo, no, and 0,, resulting 
in a very large+number O(N6) arithmetic operations for 
each time t, where N is the number of points of each vari- 
able. The number of operations can be reduced to O(N,‘)~ 
for each t if one can find an appropriate series expansion 
for &#?‘) in, for example, the 8’ coordinate. If this is 
possible, the 8’ integral can be calculated once at the be- 
ginning of the program and used later for each t. This will 
be an efficient algorithm if the number of terms in the series 
can be taken small in comparison%ith N.; 

V. TRAPPED-PASSING BOUzNDARY7 BOUNPARY, 
AND INITIAL CONDITIONS. b 

The averaging method’is’not valid’foi particles‘so near 
the trapped-passing boundary (TPB) that 7%~~. Thus, the 
phase space is cut by a narrow transition layer around the 
TPB for which special treatment’{; required (F&2). This 
treatment is discussed in this ‘section. 

In the averaging procedure the trajectory of a trapped 
particle has been considered as a whole; and one need find 
f”,( t& only for 8 &,& (8e<r/2. This means that we need 
to describe particles entering or leaving the trapped- 
passing region only through one boundary, &,= e&q,u (see 
Fig. 2). 

We proceed from the assumption that, due to Coulomb 
collisions and the absence of sources at the TPB layer, the 
unaveraged distribution function f,, and the normal com- 
ponent of the unaveraged flux j= 8, js, are continuous 
functions of X coordinates. Then for f”,, with 0(7/r,) ac- 
curacy, it is straightforward to derive the following condi- 
tions at the TPB: 

fi,<t+F+, =fo,(tX) =j%Ztr+)9 (20) 

where “+,” “-,” and “tr-t” denote that boundary points 
on the transition layer are taken from the copassing, coun- 
terpassing, and trapped regions, respectively (Fig. 2). 

Averaging the equations for continuity of the compo- 
nent of the flux normal to the TPB, j l nTPB, where 
nTPB=VF/I VFI is the unit vector perpendicular to the 
TPB surface, and F(X) =0 defines the TPB surface, one 
can obtain with the same order of accuracy as Eq. (20), 

c (.t%$+,--I)+ aF@,). 

n=1,4,5 ]VF(x+) 1 azfl 
+(jqt,X5))- aF(X-> 

IVF(X-)I ai? 

_. 

j%-F,x, aF(x) 
z 

.=?4,5 ( lVF(X) I ?%?'- ' 
(21) 

where 

(jQa$),=d Tc [ m;4,5 (G)+BJq * 
This section concludes with a few remarks on the condi- 
tions appropriate at the boundaries of phase space. The 
coefficients A,, and B, in Eq. ( 15) vanish at the following 
boundaries of f:yo = ‘Yo,min, uo= UO,min (that is, for u = 0: see 
Appendix A for the relation between u. and u), and eo=O 
and V. This degeneracy leads to the condition that the 
boundedness of f”, is sufficient, at least for the numerical 
solution of Eq. ( 15) (Ref. 5). The boundary condition for 
uo-+ CO depends on the problem under consideration. For 
many cases, 

Jm “O’CX7 
is appropriate, although for electron slideaway or runaway 
situations in tokamaks, for example, another condition 
should be used.‘* At yo=3/o,max a zero or Maxwellian dis- 
tribution is often a suitable boundary condition. -~ 

The initial conditions (at tT0) depend on the problem 
under investigation: it is often natural to take the Maxwell- 
ian distribution with appropriate density and temperature 
profiles. 

Vi. TOROIDAL CbURRENTS AND “RADIAL” FLUXES 

Equation ( 15 ) .may be used to derive the neoclassical 
fluxes and currents present in a toroidal plasma. For ex- 
ample, it may be used to examine current drive by Ohmic 
or radio-frequency heating if the appropriate heating terms 
are added to the equation. Even in the absence of external 
heating and sources there are inherent neoclassical fluxes 
and currents in toroidal plasmas, notably the bootstrap 
current,13-15S19 .and Eq. (15) also allows study of these 
flows. It should be emphasized that, unlike previous treat- 
ments, the neoclassical flows in the presence of distribu- 
tions that are not close to Maxwellian, including the effects 
of large banana width and large inverse aspect ratio, may 
be calculated using Eq. ( 15). In this section the procedure 
for calculating the currents and transport fluxes from the 
distribution f),(t,x), with x the three constants of the 
motion ‘yo, uo, and e,, is described. 
. The local toroidal current density is i. 1,1 

.‘. m 77 

jt,,(4rB =25-e, 
SI 

~cw,5,u,e) 
0 0 

x cos t3 cos p u3 sin 8 dv a’& (22) 

where cos fi= B&B, B,,, is the toroidal magnetic field 
and B is the total magnetic field. The total current through 
the surface labeled y is given by 

&(t,r) = r jt,,(t,r,5>ds, 
Js(r) 

where S(y) is the area enclosed by the surface in the po- 
loidal plane. 

The procedure for obtaining the radial particle and 
energy fluxes from. the solution of Eq. ( 15) is now de- 
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scribed. The contravariant components of the flux i in the 
coordinate system 2 come from Rq. ( 15): 

+$=$&[ ms4,5 (A,$) +B&]. 
Note that the components of this flux do not vanish for 
Maxwellian distributions. We require the flux jl through 
the magnetic surface labeled y (and not through the drift 
surface), that is in the direction of the unit vector n per- 
pendicular to the magnetic surface. This is given by 

ay 2"" 
j, +n= c -- 

n=1.4,5 a%? IVYI ’ 
“Radial” particle and energy fluxes may be derived by in- 
tegration of j, over phase space with appropriate weights. 
The outward flux of particles through the surface of the 
torus labeled y is 

I?( t,y) = - (273-Y JI,dgJow du~o~d~.h $g (23) 

and the flux of energy through the same surface is 

Q(t,r) = - (2n)2 JI,dCJow dvj)ft?$ &, 

(24) 

with & the Jacobian of the transformation from Cartesian 
to x coordinates. 

Equations (23) and (24) give approximate expressions 
for r and Q. More rigorously, one can tabulate j, with 
0(7/r,) accuracy using j( f,) from Eq. (4) with f, ap- 
proximated by f”,: 

j, =j-n= .1g,4,5 is qg * 
which leads to more complicated expressions for the “ra- 
dial” fluxes. However, the error in using Eq. (23) is given 
by 

-27T c 
n== 1,4,5 s 

& 
Iv $$?‘)yy,&), 

and can be small, for example, when there is a dominant 
term in the summation with Jpjx” dp close to 27r;r’. 

VII. NEOCLASSICAL ION FLUXES 

In this section we calculate the neoclassical particle 
and energy fluxes for banana regime ions in a tokamak 
with circular flux surfaces. We assume that distributions 
are close to Maxwellian, and that deviations of trajectories 
from flux surfaces and the inverse aspect ratio E= y/R are 
small, so that the fluxes derived can be compared with 
previous results.14*15 Unlike previous treatments, however, 
we do not need to solve a kinetic equation for the pertur- 
bation to the distribution, but simply calculate the integrals 
in Rqs. (23) and (24) using the Maxwellian distribution. 

The local radial particle flux for ions is obtained from 
Eq. (23) by omitting the integrals over toroidal and poloi- 
da1 angles: 

ri= -2~ (25) 

The pitch-angle integral has been restricted to trapped 
particles as, to lowest order in E, the flux of passing parti- 
cles is zero.14 For small deviations from flux surfaces j, 
simplifies to 

uf4 afM 
A =;~ay~) c 

where the Maxwellian distribution is 

fM= (~)3’2*jenp( -g), 

with the density ni and temperature T, taken to be func- 
tions of the radial coordinate y only and subscript i denot- 
ing the ion species. (The coefficients Al4 and B1 give zero 
contributions after integration over 8, and the A,, coeffi- 
cient multiplies c3f/iN, which is zero for a Maxwellian.) 
We now calculate the collisional radial diffusion coefficient 
A,,/( i} assuming no other ion species and neglecting ion- 
electron collisions, which, to lowest order in m,/mi, do not 
affect the flux.” Using Eqs. (3) and ( 12) we find 

a9 a9 &xlaxrn ~1cti,, 1 -= -- -- 
ax’ax”F& auk avjLluk (1)’ > 

(27) 

For isotropic distributions the Rosenbluth potentials 
depend only on speed’7*5 and Eq. (27) simplifies to 

fL~~(g)2!g+~)2y$&* 

For Maxwellian distributions,5 

4km -=-&y(u), dv 

1 
y(u)=Z;e -u2+ 

( 1 
2-A &erf(u) U4 ’ 

where 

erf( 24) = e-’ ds 

is the error function, ui= (2Ti/Mi)‘1’2 is the thermal speed, 
and u =v/c+ Introducing the poloidal Larmor radius, 
pp= miai/‘( Zil e 1 BP) with BP the poioidal field, and remem- 
bering that ‘y. for trapped particles is the flux surface ra- 
dius at the banana tip, it is straightforward to show that 
(cf. Appendix A) 

aYo pp cos 8 
ao=-- vi 

and 

aYo z= upP sin 8. 
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These give 

All 47727~4 cos2 e d2&,,, 1 &on ----=-= -- 
(1) nc --q-F+u2 sin2 67----- v dv ’ 

where (1) has canceled on the right-hand side. For circu- 
lar flux surfaces we have cos OrPBz * jm [from 
the tokamak field a l/( 1 +E cos {I], giving 

~08~ e sin e de-O(P) 

and 

sin3 e de =: 2 &GZiZJ 

Retaining only terms O(E”~) in I’,. gives 

l?i= 
16n-%;p;v;~“~ 0~ 

s 
af M u2 dlClion 

dv--- 
vc 0 aye V dV * 

This reduces to 

3 
lYi= -p V$l~E1’2ni 

1 dni Zilel dQ, 
t. &f- - 

Ti dY I1 

(28) 

where 

I, I oa y(u) u”e-u2 du, 

and we have introduced the ion-ion collision frequency, 

1 6rr”2n,Z$e4 In A 
Vii’ 

3 (47r&n5; ’ 

for easy comparison with results in Ref. 15. The term in- 
volving dQ>/dy in Eq. (28) comes from the 
(av/ayo)afM/av term in afMiayo using vi=v2 

+2Zil e ] ~/mi, and taking the electrostatic potential <p a 
function of radius but not poloidal angle.14 

A very similar calculation gives the local ion heat flux 
Qb 

1 dtq Zilel dcD 
Qi= -$ VfipjF2tZiTi[ (G q+- - 

Ti dY 13 

Numerical calculations give 11=0.2361, 1,=0.3133, and 
1s = 0.7050. Thus 

I (29) 
and 

Qi= -ViipiE”‘niTi 
1 dni Zi\el d@ 

6 s+- I_ 
Ti dY 13 

1 dTi 
+0.40-- . 

Ti dy I 
(30) 

The four coefficients, 0.40, -0.07, 0.53, and 0.40, 
agree with the values 0.39, -0.07, 0.52, and 0.40 obtained 
by ignoring the second ion species in Eqs. (48) and (52) of 
Ref. 15. The small differences are due to the equivalents of 
I,.in Ref. 15 being given to only two decimal places. How- 
ever, it is known that self-collisions [used to derive Eqs. 
(29) and (30)] do not lead to a net particle flux, because 
they conserve momentum [see, for example, Eq. (27) in 
Ref. 151. Thus the radial electric field -d@/dy adjusts to 
ensure that Ii=0 (this effect is discussed in Sec. VI C 2 of 
Ref. 14 and in detail in Ref. 20). Using the resulting ex- 
pression for d@/dy gives 

dTi 
Qi= -0.49~fip~e”2ni dr . 

Thus we have derived the neoclassical ion heat flux for 
the banana regime, Eq. (31), a result identical with that 
derived by other authors. 14,15 This did not require the so- 
lution of a kinetic equation, unlike previous derivations, 
and helps confirm the validity of Eq. ( 15 ) . 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper a procedure for deriving the neoclassical 
low collisionality nonlinear 3-D kinetic equation (more 
precisely, a set of equations) has been described. The pro- 
cedure allows arbitrary deviations of particle trajectories 
from flux surfaces and the distribution functions satisfying 
the resulting equations, which need not be close to Max- 
wellian, yield toroidal currents and “radial” transport 
fluxes. The Coulomb collision term has been treated using 
this procedure, together with axisymmetry and the drift 
approximation for particle motion, to derive Eq. ( 15). The 
coefficients of this equation have been given in2 form con- 
venient for numerical evaluation. Derivation of the appro- 
priate operators for other relevant effects (particle source 
terms, additional heating, magnetic field ripple, and other 
transport mechanisms, etc.) using the technique described 
in Sec. III is possible if a choice of “slow” and “fast” 
variables that describes particle trajectories allowing for 
the relevant physics can be made. Work in this direction is 
in progress. 

Ideally, one should solve for the distributions of elec- 
trons and all ion species using the currents derived to give 
a self-consistent magnetic field B( y,c) and imposing 
quasineutrality to determine the electrostatic potential 
a( y,c). In practice, it would be more tractable to impose 
equilibrium fields and potentials and solve for one species 
only, assuming implicitly that the behavior of the other 
species maintains these fields and potentials. 

We have shown that neoclassical particle and energy 
fluxes for Maxwellian ions may be calculated without a 
solution of the equation, and our results [Eqs. (29)-( 31)] 
agree with those of other authors. For more complicated 
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problems involving strongly non-Maxwellian distributions 
and/or large banana widths solutions to Eq. (15) are re- 
quired. Analytic methods are unlikely to provide these and 
so computer solutions are necessary. A simplified version 
of this equation, which contained only the neoclassical ra- 
dial diffusion coefficient, has already been solved 
numerically.2’ The results of this calculation were consis- 
tent with analytic results and with 2-D calculations. Pro- 
grams for calculation of all the coefficients appearing in Eq. 
( 15) have been written and a solution of Eq. ( 15) with 
appropriate boundary conditions is planned. This should 
allow calculation of neoclassical flows associated with large 
deviations from flux surfaces and with non-Maxwellian dis- 
tributions, two features of alpha particles in reactors for 
example. 
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APPENDIX A: CONSTANTS OF DRIFT MOTION 

The constants of motion yo, v,, and 0, come from the 
three integrals of the system of ordinary differential equa- 
tions, which describes drift motion of charged particles in 
axisymmetric collisionless toroidal plasmas. l6 These inte- 
grals gives conservation of the magnetic moment, 

mu2 sin’ 0 
2B( y,C) =constp 

conservation of total particle energy in stationary magnetic 
and electric fields, 

and conservation of generalized toroidal momentum, 

mv E cos e cos j?- e,+( y) = const. 

Here 

tl/(r)= j- di=$$+ 

is the poloidal flux; Bpol is the poloidal magnetic field; 
p is the Jacobian of the real space coordinate system 
Cr,L??); d? and dsy’ are the components of the metric 
tensor in real space; cos /3= B,,,/B with B,,, the toroidal 
field; and Q (7,s) is the electrostatic potential. 

Different choices for yo, vo, and 0, may be made by 
appropriate selection of the right-hand sides in the above 
expressions. A convenient choice is as follows: y. is the flux 
surface label on the inside of the drift trajectory for passing 
particles and at the bounce points for trapped particles, v. 
is the speed corresponding to the total energy, and 0, is the 
pitch angle at the outermost point of the drift trajectory. 

The dependence of yo, vo, and 0, on the local coordinates x 
is given by a system of seven transcendental algebraic equa- 
tions, 

mui mu2 

m( u”)* 
=--j---+e”Wy40) 

mu* sin2 e m (2~“) 2 sin2 e, m (2.4 2 sin2 ei 
2B(y&) = 2B(y0,0) = 2B(Yo,F) ’ (A21 

and 

mu @ij ~0s e ~0s B(y,t) --e,*(y) 
=mu”~~cose0cos8(r0,0)-e,~(4) 
=mvi&f%$l cos e’cosp(yoYo,~)-e,tCf(yoYo). (A3) 

In Eqs. (Al)-(A3), f is the flux surface label on the 
outside and 0’ is the pitch angle on the inside of the drift 
trajectory, with @‘= n-/2 for trapped particles; v0 and vi are 
the speeds at the outside and inside of the trajectory; L$ is 
the poloidal angle at reflection for trapped particles and P 
for passing particles. For trapped particles there is indeter- 
minacy in some of these definitions, particularly if the 
plasma is not up-down symmetric. A convenient choice is 
to take yo, v’, and @ for the upper reflection point, and 
0, < 742, which fixes 4. Formulas for ap1a.x’ and dx’/ap 
can then be obtained from these seven transcendental equa- 
tions and used to calculate the Jacobian and the metric 
coefficients. 

If the following assumptions are valid, then analytic 
formulas can be found for the dependence of X(x) and 
x(R) by Taylor expansion of $( y”) -$(y): 

IY~-YI~~ Y~-Y *<*, 83 
-3 3 ( ) Ya By$Yo-rl. 

Here R is the major radius and ya is the minor radius. 

APPENDlX B: FORMULAS FOR &, and I& 

After much algebra one can show that the matrix ele- 
ments ol)&fj in Sec. IV can be expressed in terms of com- 
plete elliptical integrals: 

~~=27r{fl-12(+v~ cos e cos ey2+d sin 8 sin 8’ 

x[21,v-v’(14sin esin e’+213c0s ecOsey]), 

O55 =2I, -v’ [sin e cos ey12 sin e cos 8’ 

-21s cos e sin et) +I4 ~0s~ e sin2 8’ ] }, 

- U66 = u2 E2 e(II --15v*2 sin’ et), 
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045= 0554= -27-4d(12 sin 8 cos et-I3 cos e sin et) 

-gZ[13(sin2 e- ~08~ @sin 8’. cos 8’ 

+sin e cos e(r, ~08~ et-r, sin” eqj, 

- - _ - 
u&j= u,= u56= u65=0, 

t7&=2~{I~ cos e cos 8’ +I6 sin e sin 8’ 

+I~[vv’-cos e cos 8’ 

x (v’~-~-v~-vv’ cos e cos et)] -13 sin e sin 8’ 

x (v~~+v~-~vv~ ~0s e cadge’) 

+14vv’ sin2 e sin2 et), 

&=27r[ (I, sin e sin e’+r, cos e cos e’)/(vv’) 

+ (12+14)sin e cos e sin 8’ cos 8’ 

-13(c0s2 8 sin2 8’+sin2 8 c0s2 f?)], 

0&=2n 
( 

1% 
vvf sin e sin 8’ 

-15 , 
1 

0&=2a{ (I6 sin e cos et-r, cos e sin eyv’ 

+v[v(~~ sin e.’ cos e-r, cos 8’ sin 8)/d 

+sin 8’ cos &(I, sin2 e-1, cos2 0) 

+I3 sin e cos ecc0s2 et--sin2 ef) I), 
0&=27~{(& sin 8’ cos e-r1 cos @sin 8)/v 

-tu’[u’(12 sin e ke’-r3 cos e sin etjh 

+sin e cos e(r, sin2 8’ --I2 ~0s~ et) 

+I3 sin 8’ cos 8’ (cos2 G-sin” e)]3, 
&z G&z i&z q5=Q, 

where 

4 1 
13=;;572 [(2+&E-2F], 

I,=&-I,, 

16 1 
I’=;-;572 4 [(2+p”)F-2(1 +p2)E], 

,P ; 

Here 
. : 

a=v2-2vd cos(e’--8) +d2, 
. 

_ be= 4uv’ sin 8 sin W, p = G, 

. and’F( k) and E(k) are complete elliptical integrals of the 
first and the second kind with ,&p/m. For p=O, 
13”*16 reduce to 14=15=?r/a3’2, 13=16=0. 
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